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Developing
Entrepreneurs
by Entrepreneur

What We Do?

Time has changed and so do the mindsets!
More & more young people are now aspiring to
be a part of the growing economy of India.These
young minds is a Generation of Entrepreneurs.

At Business Minds, training is imparted in form
of sharing of practical experiences in doing
agricultural exports on day to day basis by
which one can understand risk involved in
export and practical remedies thereof, how to
tact potential buyers, how to make a quotation
and other practical training given by the agro-
exports expert Mr. JP Kanodia. In order to start
agro exports one must choose the products as
well as the target market and then analyze the
risk and opportunity. Everything would be
completely based on our exclusive courses.

Business Minds

www.businessminds.co.in

info@businessminds.co.in
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+91-9314303532

Phone & Whatsapp

Follow Us On

“Businesses that plan are the
businesses that succeed.”

http://arinfotech.org/bmnew/support.html#


Mentorship & Support

About Us
We are establish 
since 2013

Business Minds delivers quality
practical training of exports to the
budding entrepreneurs.

Training is provided by JP Kanodia,
an export-excellence award winning
entrepreneur, a mentor and a
founder of Unique Organics Limited,
a leading Star Export House of Agri
Commodities. He brings 30 years of
extensive-experience-expertise with
agro exports.

With his vast expertise in the
exporting arena, JP Kanodia is super-
energized to provide his guidance,
support and encouragement to the
entrepreneurs. 

Convert your
entrepreneurship dream

into reality under the
guidance of experienced

agro exports expert

5 Reasons to get guidance
from JP Kanodia

He brings REALISTIC experience. JP Kanodia offers
versatile exports insights from all over the spectrum.
He is truly original. No boring PowerPoint
presentations, template speeches, or head-bop lectures.
An energetic, passionate & goal-oriented training that
trainees actively appreciate.
His reputation speaks for him. Kanodia’s trainee-list
includes aspirants from major corporations, CEO’s,
managers, & associates who are eager to receive his
guidance & glad to give him high marks.
He’s honored and recognized. JP Kanodia is an export-
excellence award winning entrepreneur & an active
member of reputed export boards & associations.
Readiness to reveal the industry’s best practices &
secrets. JP Kanodia doesn’t believe in competition in the
industry. He is always ready to benefit the business
community, especially, new comers, who express
willingness & have a “hunger-in-the-belly” mindset for a
long run.

Get one-on-one assistance for your exporting
business from a successful and experienced
entrepreneur. Business Mind wishes and is ever-
ready to hand-hold one and all during their journey
towards successful entrepreneurship. Just let us
know when you need us, we are happy to support
you throughout your journey to touch-the-skies.


